Abstract In this paper we argue for our NPAR system as an effective 2D alternative to most NPR research, which is focused on frame coherent stylised rendering of 3D models. Our approach gives a highly stylised look to images without the support of 3D models. Nevertheless, they still behave as though they are animated by drawing, which they are. First, a stylised brush tool is used to freely draw extreme poses of characters. Each character is built of 2D drawn brush strokes which are manually grouped into layers. Each layer is assigned its place in a drawing hierarchy called a hierarchical display model (HDM). Next, multiple HDMs are created for the same character, each corresponding to a specific view. A collection of HDMs essentially reintroduces some correspondence information to the 2D drawings needed for inbetweening and, in effect, eliminates the need for a true 3D model. Once the models are composed the animator starts by defining keyframes from extreme poses in time. Next, brush stroke trajectories defined by the keyframe HDMs are inbetweened automatically across intermediate frames. Finally, each HDM of each generated inbetween frame is traversed and all elements are drawn one on another from back to front. Our techniques support highly rendered styles which are particularly difficult to animate by traditional means including the 'airbrushed', scraperboard, watercolour, Gouache, 'ink-wash', pastel, and the 'crayon' styles. In addition, we describe the data path to be followed to create highly stylised animations by incorporating real footage. We believe our system offers a new fresh perspective on computer-aided animation production and associated tools.
Introduction
Motivation. Although 3D animation is a popular form, because of the indirect nature of the interaction model, many details are extremely hard to construct and animate, while it is much simpler to design very convincing lookalikes in 2D. For example, ask a modeler to make an animation of a walking dinosaur and watch another artist draw a much fancier 2D version during the time needed to start up the designer's favourite 3D software.
The difference between 2D and 3D modelling is even more apparent when subtle animation effects (artistic It is our contention that this overhead is unnecessary. Figure 1 shows some 2D images rendered without the use of a 3D model; they are inexpensively animatable, open to visual modification to suit the animator's individual style, yet still 'highly rendered' in appearance.
Contribution. We present here a system which is an effective 2D alternative to most of NPR research that is focused on frame coherent stylised rendering of 3D models. It supports 2D drawing instead of stylising strokes on 3D geometries. Furthermore, it relies on the simulation of natural materials and processes involved in making brush-strokes.
Our approach gives a highly stylised look to drawn animation but also allows an artist to give a 3D-like look to images yet they still behave as though animated by drawing, which they are. In addition we describe the data path to be followed to create highly stylised animations starting from real footage. We believe our system offers a new fresh perspective on computer-aided animation production and associated tools.
A series of examples are shown in Fig. 1 . We emphasise that at no time any 3D modelling is performed and, in particular, no 3D models are used to support the rendering of the images, scenes and animations we show.
Approach. Technically the challenge is to achieve stable rendering across frames. Artists find it difficult to achieve temporally coherent lighting and shading effects, potentially resulting in jittery, unpleasant imagery. To achieve such consistency the simulation is associated with the trajectory of the brush stroke itself and these brush trajectories are inbetweened across frames so the artist needs only to paint up a single frame. The brush trajectories are, thus, inbetweened and the simulation reproduced, though possibly requiring some 'touching up' in more distant frames. While the method of managing consistency is essentially the same across all simulations, individual simulations may require different controls to manage different evolutions of effects like texture behaviour.
Paper organisation. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 surveys work we consider related to ours. Section 3 describes the data path to be followed to create highly stylised animations from drawings while Sect. 4 elaborates on incorporating real footage. In Sect. 5 we show some examples. Finally Sect. 6 is our conclusions section in which we also discuss our results and set the contexts for future work.
Related work
In this section we elaborate on work we consider related to ours.
The traditional approach to drawn animation
Broadly speaking, traditional animation is defined as a technique in which the illusion of movement is created by depicting a series of individual drawings on successive frames. Unlike live action, where the camera is running continuously, each frame of an animation film is shot one by one. Moreover, as characters are separated into several layers, each single frame might consist of numerous layers stacked up together.
We give here an account of what it might be like in a large industrial studio. The overall work can be thought of as falling into two phases: pre-production or design (15% of the total effort) and production (about 85%). The stages are story development, Leica reel test, scene staging, exposure sheet preparation (which completes preproduction); then drawing, line test, ink-and-paint, rostrum camera stage (otherwise known as composition), and sound-track synchronisation or 'synch' (which completes production).
The drawing process itself is done in three phases: (i) lead animators draw the most significant images, which are referred to as extreme frames or poses, containing the major features of the action; (ii) assistant animators produce keyframes between the extreme frames, hence detailing the desired animation action; while (iii) less experienced animators (inbetweeners) are responsible for creating all the remaining inbetween frames of the animation, resulting in a smooth sequence of drawings. Drawing these frames is known as 'inbetweening' or 'tweening'.
We refer to Patterson & Willis [18] and Preston Blair [2] for readers interested in an in-depth explanation.
The use of computers in drawn animation
By far the most common use of computers in drawn animation is in the stage which in a feature film would be referred to as postproduction, namely the inking, painting and compositing of the artwork, as discussed in the previous section. Generally speaking they are not used earlier in the data path, although there are a few studios whose style is well-suited to automatic inbetweening and use it. Software to support artists to produce inbetween drawings are becoming more widely used, but these just provide online support for making the drawings, checking and line testing on the assumption that a sequence of drawings is going to be produced by hand. On the whole, animators do not like automatic inbetweening precisely because they want to break the rules in some way on just about every frame.
In-betweening
In-betweening is effected on the basis of one of two models: shape-based (e.g., Reeves [21] , Sederberg & Greenwood [22] , Ranjian [20] and Kort [14] ) and skeletonbased methods (e.g., Burtnyk & Wein [3] , Shapira & Rappoport [23] and Jinhui Yu [28] ), which are often used in combination. The skeleton-based methods use an articulated skeletal structure which is normally layered to reflect the order in which the skeletal elements are encountered but may sometimes exceptionally be retained as a 3D entity, then layered on the basis of view-dependency. Each skeletal element in the view-dependent form will have a shape associated with it and this will follow the movements of the skeleton which is defined in terms of the movements of the skeletal joints. There is the issue of the control of the skeleton which can be determined by motion capture or manual posing.
The shapes associated with the skeletal elements can themselves be in-betweened, using such techniques as moving reference points (MRPs) [21] . A MRP reflects common animator's practice in selecting a point on the drawing and describing its trajectory in 2D with associated timing. A set of MRPs subdivides a line into segments which in its original formulation implicitly define a 3D patch of which the evolution of the segment is a 2D projection. The segment is initially oriented by the movement of the skeleton, then re-shaped multi-resolution to the MRP trajectory as mapped into the 2D space defined by the skeleton element itself.
More recently, Kort presented a rule-based method for computer-aided inbetweening [14] . The content of each key drawing is analysed and classified into strokes, chains of strokes and relations that hold among them. Rules decide what parts of different drawings may be matched. Finally, generated animation paths between corresponding strokes determine the resulting inbetweens.
Rotoscoping
When artwork is animated from film or video footage this is referred to as rotoscoping [1] and typically rotoscoped artwork differs significantly in timing and behaviour from drawn animation. Rotoscoped artwork, however, is 'trapped' by being too realistic: since the underlying outlines are rendered too accurately, a very realistic silhouette is generated which we especially want to avoid.
Non-photorealistic animation and rendering
It is fair to say that our work intrudes into the area generally known as non-photorealistic animation and rendering (NPAR). We do not build 3D models so we do not render in the conventional sense, and the work of Hays and Essa [10] comes closest to what we do. However, Hays and Essa use photographic images as source material, analyse them down into brush-strokes decorated with parameters which may be interpreted in different ways to achieve different appearances, then use optical flow analysis to determine how to interpolate the brush-strokes. In our approach the artist applies the strokes to obtain the visual effect wanted -which requires a real-time simulation -then an inbetweener interpolates the stroke trajectories.
While the idea of simulating the physical effects of drawing tools has been presented before [11, 12] , it is also the case that the stability of the renderings in animation has been identified as a continuing research problem. Existing methods of toon rendering [7, 15] and painterly rendering [6, 13, 16] have to build 3D models or infer them [5] . Such approaches swiftly run into being too '3D-ish': the enforcement of the geometric, illumination and shading rules of the model often give a salient sense of the 3D aspects of a scene inappropriate to the intended staging the animator seeks. Of course a view-dependent layered model [19] could be extracted from an underlying 3D model, but that still does not help us when we want the idea of the 3D in an scene to be unobtrusive or even exaggerated. In the end, rendering directly from a drawing means that shading, texturing and lighting (e.g., highlights) are all mixed up together and so are wholly a product of the artist's vision with an appearance finally determined by the last brush stroke. In 3D they are all separate and for the most part independent, making reworking a technical guessing game. How, for example, can one manage the behaviour of the textures if you want them to be part of the animation? With direct control this is possible but models and interpretations of models make the problem far more difficult.
The limits of traditional 2D animation
Our work has focused on topics which are very hard to impossible for animators to do by hand and are the sorts of things animators would like to have automated. These include highly rendered strip cartoon (bande dessinnée) styles with faux lighting and shading effects, 'difficult' materials which are visually appealing, and some aspects which are currently impossible to handle in animation. These include avoiding 'boiling' or instabilities on highly rendered images, (e.g., smooth airbrush style, Carte à Gratter Noire, children's book illustrations, watercolours etc.), and topics like very slow movements and varying perspectives on complex mechanisms which we are not tackling here. In fact these last are best handled using explicit modelling whether or not wholly 3D. Children's books, in particular, often contain beautiful, highly rendered images which give the story much of their charm, but they are often made with materials which are impossible to manage in animation by manual means or are impracticably expensive to animate. The methods we describe here are aimed at making this potential business a practical proposition.
While abandoning 3D models seems a retrograde step [4] in view of the elaborate machinery which 3D graphics and animation provide, our argument is that it is that very machinery which gets in the way when an artist strives to achieve a given look or staging. So far we have focused on giving artists direct access to intuitive, even familiar, methods for deriving the finished look although the extended structures they have built need controls of their own to keep the creative process manageable and this is an on-going task. The examples we show here are all studies carried out for the express purpose of understanding how to provide convenient and productive interface to these techniques and the evaluations of the experiences of creating these examples are themselves data we are currently interpreting. For example, many of the rendering techniques impose secondary patterns in the form of textures and these, too, need to be the subject of animation management processes. For example the Carte à Gratter Noire style imposes a texture in the form of the prevailing directions of the scraper tool as it cuts the surface. On a static background they take up orientations which vary only as the notional camera position moves but on a foreground object they will reorient not only to match the virtual camera but also the movements of the foreground character as it is affected by plays of light and shadow. 
Data path of highly stylised drawn animation
In this section we describe the data path to be followed to create highly stylised animations from drawings. Figure 2 depicts a schematic overview of the main parts of the data path.
Overview
Starting from a blank canvas, a stylised brush tool (simulating a particular style) is first used to freely draw extreme poses of characters. Each drawing of an extreme pose is built up of a collection of 2D drawn strokes which are manually grouped into layers. Each layer is assigned a place in the hierarchical display model (HDM).
Next, multiple HDMs are created for the same character, each instance corresponding to a specific view (another extreme pose) of the character. A collection of HDMs essentially reintroduces some correspondence information to the 2D drawings needed later for inbetweening and, hence, substitutes for a true 3D model.
Once the extreme poses are properly composed, the animation phase can start. The animator first defines keyframes by specifying extreme poses/HDMs in time. Next, corresponding brush trajectories defined by the HDMs of the keyframes are then inbetweened automatically across intermediate frames. Finally, each HDM of each generated inbetween frame is traversed and all elements are drawn one on another from back to front.
The following subsections describe the data path in detail. We start with a description of how to simulate highly rendered styles which are particularly difficult (if not impossible) to animate by traditional means (being traditional 2D handcrafted techniques or traditional 3D animation techniques). Next, the different stages of the data path are elucidated: modelling, masking and lighting, manipulating and animating stylised drawings.
Simulation of highly rendered styles
As we are interested in creating stylised animations, all simulated styles will be based on drawing using a freeform sketching tool [27] , which is similar to what is available in any professional-standard vector drawing program.
In our system the creation of a stroke is done interactively by sampling a stylus along the trail of the stroke. Our freeform curve model is that of a Bézier chain. However, instead of approximating the Bézier chain by polylines, purpose-made drawing primitives are employed, including paint and air brushes, crayon textures, crosshatched strokes, and pigment particles. All these drawing primitives fully utilise graphics hardware including multi texturing and anti-aliased rendering. This way the artist gets visual feedback immediately. The following subsections give an overview of the realised highly rendered styles. Figure 3 depicts the pipeline of the airbrush tool [8] . The tool creates three objects: (i) a colour layer with (ii) a mask, and (iii) a temporary bitmap layer. Depending on the user input from the canvas, the tool renders the brush into the mask. Circular brushes have the following parameters: radius, opacity, and softness. The mask is a greyscale image used to mask painting. Using this mask, one renders the colour layer into the working layer. Rendering the colour just copies the colour into the destination layer. Brushes can overlap each other and will create more opaque areas. An airbrush not only releases paint on movement, but at regular intervals while the stylus is down. To render a stroke on the image, a spline is made out of the points gathered from user input. On this spline at fixed distances (depending on the brush settings: default 25% of the diameter), a brush is drawn. The spline, however, does not cross pixels necessarily through the middle. If we would just round to pixels and render the brush, we would get artifacts. To avoid this, brushes are rendered with sub-pixel accuracy. Therefore, not one but 16 brush-masks are created by selecting the correct one Because of the high fill rate, the real-time requirement for the drawing process cannot be achieved without graphics acceleration. Consequently, the mask is rendered directly into a texture using a pbuffer. Furthermore, the quality is controlled by adapting texture and brush resolutions, and texture filtering.
Airbrush

Scraperboard (carte à gratter noire)
For the carte à gratter noire style the airbrush tool is adapted. Instead of the circular brush that is procedurally created using the softness and radius parameters, the user is allowed to import a sequence of textured bitmaps which are used as one pressure sensitive carte à gratter noire paintbrush (Fig. 4a) . Figure 4b illustrates the effect of a spline made out of cross-hatched strokes while Fig. 4c shows how the pressure controls which brush from the image is used. Furthermore, because the brushes are not circular anymore, an option is available which links the orientation of the brush to the direction of the stroke.
Crayon
For the crayon style, a paper height map model [13] is used to represent the rough texture of the paper which is frequently used when drawing with chalk pieces. The chalk pieces themselves are simulated using an 1D alpha texture.
Using the points of the strokes, along with width and pressure values, one creates a mesh representing the geometry of the strokes [17] . Using the paper height map and the stroke's pressure values, one colours the mesh using the colour of the chalk piece. Furthermore, an additional 1D alpha texture is used representing the crosssection of the chalk piece in order to simulate the soft edges some chalk piece have (see Fig. 5 ).
Watercolour/Gouache/Ink
The watercolour painting system employed [26] targets the real-time interactive creation of watercolour images. This is in contrast to most existing work on watercolour applications, which is mostly focused on automatic generation of painterly-style watercolour images from input images. The simulation adopts stable fluid dynamics algorithms to transfer pigment densities and water quantities on top of the canvas. Heuristic rules handle the deposition of pigment within the irregularities of the canvas surface, as well as the evaporation, absorption and capillary diffusion of water inside the canvas structure.
The canvas model has a layered design, consisting of three active layers (shallow, surface and capillary layer) and an unlimited number of passive layers, which are considered to contain previously drawn strokes that have dried and no longer participate in the simulation, except in the final step when the canvas is rendered. The motivation for using this three-layer design stems from an analysis of the behaviour of paint; three different states for pigment and water can be distinguished:
(a) Pigment and water in a shallow layer on top of the paper; (b) Pigment deposited on the paper surface; (c) Water absorbed by the paper.
First, some sort of brush puts a mixture of water and pigment onto a paper canvas. At this instant, the paint fluid acts like a flow of water, carrying pigment particles. This 'fluid body' is modelled using the Navier-Stokes equations. At some point, depending on the paper fabric, the water will be absorbed into the paper and spread throughout the paper structure. As the pigment particles are too large to be absorbed, they will be deposited on the surface and possibly picked up by the paint fluid later on. Together, the active layers can be thought of as a discrete abstraction of a real canvas, represented by three stacked 2D grids of cells. Values assigned to a cell can be thought of as sampled in the real paper canvas. Simulating the system through time then consists of updating all cell values according to their neighbouring cell values in the same layer, and possibly in a layer above or below. Figure 6 shows a schematic view of the paper model. Although the brushes and techniques used in Oriental paintings are very different from those in Western painting, the mechanics of pigment and water are quite similar. For Oriental paintings such as those shown in Fig. 1c , the canvas is generally more textured and more absorbent, and the dense black carbon particles are smaller and able to diffuse into the paper. The former property is easily expressed in a watercolour simulation by generating a rougher canvas texture and using a higher absorption constant. Despite the fact that the canvas model does not simulate pigment particles inside the canvas structure, ink diffusion can still be handled by the top layer and produce the typical feathery pattern. The palette consists of very dark pigment with high density.
Pastel
Regarding the simulation of pastel, we used Van Haevre et al.'s system [25] for drawing pastel media in real-time. Their approach focuses on the simulation of the natural material itself and on its interaction with the drawing surface and the drawing tool. To this end, the system's parameters are directly configured by (i) the artist's personal way of wielding the brush (e.g., pressure, orientation), and (ii) physical features of the drawing material (e.g., concentration of the binder, paper strength, stickiness of the pigment). Upon free-form drawing, a bidirectional transfer of pigment takes place. In one direction, the paper surface is dusted with new pigment particles broken off the tip (i.e., the end of the drawing tool). A large part of these particles will be deposited or blended together with previously deposited ones whereas the dusty remainder does not contribute to the drawing and is blown off the paper. On the other hand, a certain amount of previously deposited pigment is scraped off and picked up again soiling the tip. This is noticeable in the next strokes to be drawn. Furthermore, both the tip and the paper surface are subject to weathering. As pigment is deposited on the paper surface, a similar volume will be worn from the tip so it becomes blunt, whereas each contact between the pencil and the paper slightly damages the paper surface. That is, due to exerting pressure little grooves are cut in the surface, which restrain a further deposition of pigment.
The full simulation pipeline combines a sequence of different special purpose shaders, where the output of each shader is employed as input for the next. Figure 7 visualises the pipeline and illustrates the different steps required to process each contact between the pastel and paper.
From a stylistic point of view, similar to traditional drawings the results convey the artists' characteristics (e.g., way of wielding the brush, skillfulness, feeling for the medium).
Modelling stylised drawings
Starting from a blank canvas, the artist starts by using one brush tool (corresponding to one of the styles described in Sect. 3.2) and freely drawing extreme poses of characters. This corresponds to the drawing of extreme frames by lead animators in traditional animation (see Sect. 2.1). Each character is composed of a collection of 2D drawn strokes which are imposed on one another. As is illustrated in Fig. 8 , this process of drawing characters and objects very much resembles traditional painting: first, a basic (rough) image is drawn, and this is followed by adding detail stroke-by-stroke.
While each stroke could be placed on a single layer it is far more efficient to group these together into a few layers which would tend to be inbetweened together. In fact layers can be grouped together in the usual way in a drawing hierarchy known as an hierarchical display model (HDM). is the potential recipient of a channel stream, which redefines any parameter that might be there, for example an orientation transformation like rotate about an arbitrary axis or a parameterised warp. Typically an animator will make a series of reference drawings to define the action. An example is shown in Fig. 10 below. Note that these are all breakdown poses, at least 4 frames apart so the action covers only 2 seconds. In some cases, particularly for figures and heads, it is desirable to make a series of view-dependent studies, for a standing human figure at 45 • angles all round and horizontally, ±45 • vertically (and optionally views from above or below). Hierarchies for these are all constructed and these give the rendering order for the elements of the character.
In our system, multiple HDMs for the same character can easily be created by using techniques described in [9] and [14] or simply by altering a duplicate of the original HDM. Each HDM corresponds to a specific view of the character. Consequently, a collection of HDMs for the same character forms the main set of entries of an electronic model sheet for that character and, in effect, substitutes for a true 3D model. Using model sheets like this is usually referred to as 2++D modelling -not 2D but not really 3D either. A collection of HDMs essentially reintroduces some 3D information to the 2D drawings (see Fig. 11 ).
Masks, lighting effects and shadows on separate layers
Besides brush strokes, other elements can be part of a HDM having its own place in the hierarchy. For example, if lighting and texturing needs to be altered systematically this can be done by adding another layer and managing that layer to provide the desired effect. This will be exemplified by a step by step overview of building up a carte à gratter noire version of 'Stalin drinking a cup of tea' shown in Fig. 1d , making use of masks and lighting effects. First, the strokes necessary for drawing the white surfaces (i.e., 'scratches') of different parts of the character are created. These strokes are vectorial line strings where a textured bitmap is added. As explained in Sect. 3.2.2, for the carte à gratter noire style scanned images of manually drawn strokes are used. These are depicted in Fig. 12 .
Next, the surfaces for the different parts of the character are created, using a manually drawn image as a reference. During this phase, it is very important to respect the luminosity of each area. The images of Fig. 13 show the creation of the cup. The other parts of the scene are created in a very similar fashion.
To start the drawing of the cup, an area is filled with white strokes (Fig. 13a) . The animator does not need to care too much about the silhouettes, but s/he does have to be careful applying the correct densities to create the desired dark and light regions conform to the reference Fig. 12 . Overview of the used brushes necessary for drawing the white surfaces (i.e. 'scratches') of different parts of the character depicted in Fig. 1d image. Next, an invisibility mask is added to ensure the correctness of the silhouettes. These masks are composed of vectors, without any texture association. Each of these masks will also have its own time line and its independent place in the hierarchy tree. This is also illustrated in Fig. 14 which shows an area of white strokes (a) which is turned into a dragon by imposing invisibility masks (b). Finally, when the object has its silhouette defined (Fig. 13b) , an extra shading layer is added to accentuate the necessary contrasts (Fig. 13c) .
In order to add the details of the base of the cup, a new black background is needed, over which white strokes are placed. Only that way a correct separation between the base and the rest of the cup can be obtained. Note that also the cup itself has a black background, to make it distinguishable when it is placed on top of other elements, as is shown in Fig. 13d , e. Turning also the general background to black, we obtain the final result depicted in Fig. 13f . All other parts of the scene are created in a very similar fashion and organised in a hierarchy (see Fig. 9 ).
Similar to traditional animation the animator does need to care herself/himself about lighting and shadowing effects by applying the correct densities to create the desired dark and light regions. Considering for example the dragon depicted in Fig. 14 , the animator in this case added some extra layers (c) to obtain a hazy effect (d). These 'hazy layers' separate the different parts and give them a feeling of depth.
Manipulating stylised drawings
In this section, we will introduce some tools that enable the animator to manipulate the drawings on a higher level than altering single brush strokes. We successively implemented a grouping tool, transformation tools, and deformation tools. Each of these tools can operate on both the whole drawing and on a user selected part of the drawing. Existing applications manipulate drawings on a per-pixel basis, which results in artifacts because the manipulated parts are cut out and then pasted at a new position. In contrast, due to the use of curve primitives, manipulations can also be performed on parts of the drawn character. In our case the manipulation tools (translate, rotate, scale, deform, . . .) only affect the control points selected by the grouping tool and so the animator has local control over the drawing while preserving the continuity and connectivity of strokes. As most transformations are rather straightforward to implement, we only highlight the use of locally interpolating subdivision surfaces on model elements in order to realise deformations on the characters to be animated. The locally interpolating nature allows precise control over the shape of the surfaces; the surfaces are attached to specific parts of the hierarchical models, so the deformation realised only affects the control points of the brush strokes targeted. Figure 15 shows the deformation process in action on an airbrushed cat: (a) positioning of top level subdivision surface grid, (b) an additional subdivision step, (c) deformation of the surface and hence the underlying control points of the targeted brushes (in this case: those of the left hind leg), and (d) the final deformed result.
Animating stylised drawings
In the previous sections (Sects. 3.3 and 3.5), we focused on the modelling and manipulation of highly stylised drawings. Once the models are properly composed, the animation phase can start: Regarding the second step two issues need to be addressed: (i) the correspondence problem should be solved, and (ii) a suitable inbetweening algorithm should be employed. This will be explained in the following subsections.
Correspondence problem
The use of hierarchical display models (HDMs) to represent various instances (i.e., extreme poses) of a particular drawn image also lends itself to easily finding a correspondence between them.
Drawing on a collection of HDMs, each depicting a different view of the same character, is currently implemented by using similar techniques as described in [9] and [14] or simply by altering a duplicate of the original HDM (see Sect. 3.3). As a result, two subsequent HDMs share a large number of subparts and attributed elements (e.g., brush strokes), yet have a different drawing order, and so there is a 1-to-1 mapping between these elements. For the strokes which have no correspondences in the next or previous predefined view, fade-in and fade-out is used in a similar matter to Hays [10] .
Furthermore, as our freeform curve model to represent brush strokes is that of a Bézier chain, the curve control points are what are interpolated when inbetweening different instances of the same brush stroke.
In-betweening algorithm
As we already have a correspondence between HDMs and a mapping of the shared accompanying elements (e.g., brush stroke parameters), any inbetweening algorithm found in the literature (Sect. 2.2.1) could be employed.
In the current system, we use a wholly 2D-based 'moving reference point'-inbetweener [9] (based on Reeves' MRP-inbetweener [21] ) which, however, lacks the vices that Reeves reports. The Coons patch algorithm used by Reeves sometimes contorts when trying to obey crossboundary constraints in the absence of twist vectors, producing 'clicks' in the behaviour. As a result, interpolated curves sometimes fold over in the interior of the patch. This contortion can only be controlled by specifying an additional straightforward keyframe constraint. However, Reeves pointed out that it was often necessary to specify many more static keyframes than were wanted when using their version of MRP.
In our implementation, the animator can control the interpolation between more than two keyframes with as many moving points as necessary -by default, each control point is treated as a MRP. This means we have a set of 2D patches, each defining the trajectory and timing between two extreme frames. At run-time, interpolated versions of the patches are created so the MRPs do not necessarily follow the exact paths defined by the patches but instead can follow an intermediate path. As a result, our MRPs do not necessarily pass through all defined keyframes and hence 'clicks' are eliminated in the animated sequence.
Steps to real footage
In this section we describe the data path to be followed to create highly stylised animations by incorporating real footage.
Overview
Besides freely drawing extreme poses/frames starting from a blank canvas, our animation system also includes the possibility to create extreme poses by incorporating scanned drawings or real images depicting extreme Fig. 16 . Schematic overview of the main parts of the data path to include real footage poses. During the modelling stage the animator is also free to stylise specified areas of the photographs using for instance standard drawing or image editing tools in order to create stylised animations of photographic material. Figure 16 depicts a schematic overview of the main parts of the data path.
Modelling extreme poses
Starting from incorporating a real image, depicting one extreme pose, the animator can define mesh structures over certain image parts that contain interesting information. In fact these meshes can be grouped/layered together in the usual way in a drawing hierarchy such as the hierarchical display model (HDM).
So, the animator first creates one or more initial meshes (using subdivision surfaces) for only one image, corresponding to one extreme frame. This is shown in Fig. 17a . Then, other extreme frames are created by in- Fig. 17 . Real images depicting extreme poses of a human face, shown with one superimposed mesh structure corporating new images (each depicting another extreme pose) for which the animator only has to modify a copied instance of the initial meshes (see Fig. 17b, c) . As a result multiple HDMs can easily be created, where each HDM corresponds to a specific view.
Animating stylised drawings
Once all extreme frames are properly composed, the animation phase can start: Regarding the second step, the correspondence problem and inbetweening algorithm are handled in the same way as mentioned in Sect. 3.6.
Examples
In the following subsections several ways to animate are discussed: pose-to-pose animation, step-ahead animation, and performance-driven animation.
Pose-to-pose animation
Drawing or setting up key poses followed by drawing or creating inbetween images is referred to as pose-to-pose animation. This is the basic computer keyframe approach to animation and is excellent for fine-tuning, timing, and planning out the animation ahead of time. First, the animator starts with developing/planning the extreme poses of the characters in the modelling phase. Next, once the animator has created the extreme frames, s/he only has to specify keyframes. Finally, the automatic inbetweening method comes into play and generates the desired animation.
The pictures in Fig. 19 display an airbrushed cat starting to run. For the animation of the cat the different extreme frames (about 30) were created using the subdivision free-form deformation tool. Afterwards, pose-topose animation was used to inbetween these keyframes. The background is a 3D background. For the airbrushed mice flying on a paper airplane (Fig. 20) about 15 extreme frames were used. 20 extreme frames were involved to create the Gouache simulation of waving flags as shown in Fig. 22 .
Note that the complexity of the animation involved determines how many extreme poses have to be provided by the animator and thus how much of the inbetweening is left to the system.
Step-ahead animation
In straight-ahead animation the animator draws or sets up objects one frame at a time in sequential order until the sequence is complete. In this way there is one drawing or image per frame that the animator has setup. This approach tends to yield a more creative and fresh look but can be difficult to time correctly, and tweak. Our system supports straight-ahead animation by making use of the subdivision freeform deformation tool (see Sect. 3.5) which permits the simultaneous control of many MRPs. By moving the control points of this tool the deformations for each keyframe are created. This tool allows the same freedom and complexity of movement as traditional 2D animation, but with the added advantage that only the animation for the keyframes needs to be drawn while the intermediate frames are interpolated automatically.
The images of Fig. 18 show how a subdivision mesh is used to change the shape of the cup, creating the effect that its perspective changes while it moves. The use of the tool starts by placing a mesh over all elements forming the cup. The mesh is usually taken a little bit too large to be sure that control points that are not directly visible are also included. Then, all objects in the hierarchy which are part of the cup (including the masks) are selected together with the just created mesh. Now everything is ready to do the deformations by interactively moving the control points of the mesh. Following the imported reference drawings, the control points are moved such that the cup gets the desired form for every keyframe. Note that also the perspective view of the cup changes, also making the bottom of the cup being visible in some frames and not in others. The cup is drawn faithful to the 2D reference drawings, even if such deformations would be impossible for a 3D object. The same process is repeated for the different parts of the Stalin character. Some snapshots of the final result are shown in Fig. 26 . Figure 21 shows that it is also possible to control the movement of scraperboard rendering both within a shape and around it in a coherent way. For this carte à gratter noire animation only step-ahead animation was employed as complex movements are involved: rising smoke transforming itself into an evanescent creature. The pictures in Fig. 24 display a running man drawn in a pastel style.
Performance-driven animation
The example shown in Fig. 23 depicts an animation of a human face which was integrally driven by externally gathered facial motion data. After processing the facial motion data and generating a HDM for each frame, the animation was rendered in a crayon style. Note that for this animation we deliberately introduced a 'shower-door' effect by superimposing a paper-like structure on the canvas. We believe this 'shower-door' effect would be the case as well when creating a real physical chalk animation. In addition, the paper texture could be animated as well thereby mitigating the shower-door effect to some extent.
For the sequences shown in Fig. 17, 27 images, depicting 27 extreme poses, were used. These consist of nine view-dependent versions, taken (simultaneously) from various view points. In addition, for each view-dependent version, three versions depicting different expressions 
Conclusions
In this paper we introduced techniques and tools to draw, manipulate and animate new forms of stylised animation in computer assisted animation production. We focused on realising highly rendered styles which are particularly difficult (if not impossible) to animate by traditional means including the 'airbrushed' style, the scraperboard ('scratched card' or 'carte à gratter noire') style, the 'watercolour/gouache' style, pastel, and the 'crayon' (chalk) style. In addition, we described the data path to be followed to create highly stylised animations by incorporating real footage.
The introduction of the physical simulation of materials without reference to 3D models has many implications for animation. It is apparent that the production values of 3D animation can be approached if desired or that styles utterly unlike 3D, yet relying and retaining complex textures and structures, can be handled quite stably. While this has a direct commercial value, making possible many projects which were not possible before, it has a wider value in not only allowing styles which artists have wanted to use in animation for a long time but also to allow effects deemed impossible before, acetates which 'take' watercolour or ink washes, etc. Many strip cartoon styles, which often have quite high-quality artwork in them, imaginatively if unrealistically staged, have been thought unanimatable precisely because of the problem of frame-to-frame stability. No longer.
Discussion. Traditional brush strokes are pixel-based and so can be applied immediately which is a cheap operation in terms of processing power. Highly rendered strokes, on the other hand, are based upon curves which are fitted to user input in real-time. As a reference to the geometry of the strokes is stored, they can be animated easily and the brush properties can be changed after they are applied. One issue with highly rendered strokes, however, is the high fill rate which makes the real-time requirement for the drawing process difficult to achieve without graphics acceleration.
The tools and techniques described also create different ways of looking, at the digital tools (created by engineers, but destined to be used by animators, artists and illustrators), at the rigidity of configuration of certain digital 'traditions' inherited from 3D (the timeline, for example), as well as at the relevance of certain fundamental working practices that require a rather laborious apprenticeship. Moreover, these techniques also point to abundant and fruitful exchanges between software engineers and artists in an attempt to find solutions to these various problems.
Future work. We have limited ourselves in this paper to the issue of character drawing and backgrounds only where it has been a matter of rendering style and supporting it. Composition is an equally important component of the model, and we will be returning to this topic to do it proper justice in due course. The reader should be thinking about simulation of the acetate stack, the separation of colour and illumination, and all the many effects which a rostrum camera is capable of with real physical materials.
Also to be fair to 3D NPR techniques, there are aspects of lighting and proportion that 3D models can give which are difficult to imagine for non-skilled artists. In the future we want to explore the suitability of a system that combines the 2D capabilities of our system with 3D shading results shown as a visual reference only.
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